The Board of Directors must act on appointments before they are final.

Penfield, a member of the UC Student Affairs staff since 1965, has directed the Residence Hall program, served as dean of student groups and teach-ins, and has been associate dean of student services and supervisor of the campus Police Department. Since 1969, he has been resident counselor.

Dean of Students and coordinator for Student Affairs staff since 1965, has directed the Residence Hall program since 1969. Before that, he was a residence counselor.

Slater, whom Dr. Hays appointed as dean of student groups and teach-ins, is a graduate of Florida State University, where he received his B.A. degree in 1968.

A&S Tribunal

Ballot Count Results

A&S Tribunal Ballot Count Results

RESISTANT of last week's strike remained for the May 4 Moratorium. The UC Moratorium wilt coincide with similar events to take place throughout the nation. Moratoriums are being sponsored by the Student Senate, the Student Government, the Associated Students of the University of California, the National Student Association, the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, and the United Auto Workers.

The UC Moratorium wilt be run by a committee of about 20 people, including faculty, students, and members of the local community.

The theme for the UC Moratorium will be "The turkey, gobbler, and the free press." The theme was selected by executive committee members.

The Moratorium wilt be held on May 4 at 5 p.m. in the University Union. The event wilt consist of a rally followed by a march to the University of California Medical Center to protest the Vietnam War.

Eng. Sophomore Dies in Fall from Caliho

Wayne True (Eng., soph.) died Friday night from injuries sustained in a car crash. True, 19, was a resident of the Caliho residence hall.

The crash occurred on campus near the Caliho residence hall, where True was a resident. He was pronounced dead at General Hospital at 10:30 p.m.
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MORATORIUM and Strike Talks Include Teach-in and Speakers

Arrangements are presently being made to hold negotiations on campus according to Bob Peters, a representative of the group.
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Gruening Assails Indochina War, Endorses McGovern at Bridge Rally

"Our country is in trouble, but the...enlightening...opportunities...slogans...Mt. St. Joseph...women...to...northeast...Nuccio Bertone..."}

Gruening said the present..."unless...not...in...more...might...national...reform..."}

He said a copy of a telegraph...began...by...in...on...McGovern..."June...time...primarily...activities..."}

"In accuracy, said Gruening, "the...in...before...in...ground..."}

Gruening was speaking...was...unofficial...but...liberal...Moskow..."Caucus...of..."}

The report states...

"These are just a few of the...a..."}

"The...in...weeks...to..."}

The college of mount st. joseph

institute on futurology

journets end: The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon are pleased to announce the timely death of brother Patrick McGinnis Murphy. Services and interment to be held May 6 at the Memorial Lodge.

*Manufacturer’s suggested retail price, East Coast F.P. and transportation, state and local taxes, optional equipment, dealer preparation charges, if any. Additional.

The Fiat Spider--priced true sports car in America...

The sports car just voted the best under $3,000 is also the one furthest under $3,000.

If you’re in the market for a sporty car...we have your..."}

For the second year in a row, the sports car devotees who read Car and Driver magazine have voted the Fiat Spider the best under $3,000.

Because the fact is..."}

FIAT, THE BIGGEST SELLING CAR IN EUROPE.


summer housing for men

ALPHA EPSILON PI HOUSE

SUMMER HOUSING FOR MEN

1 BLOCK FROM WILSON A U D.

no service...

Every Tuesday at noon UJA information will be distributed on the bridge. A voice of speakers, he announced, will also be here.

"The Front of Israel" will be shown at 9 p.m., Thursday in 435 TUC, followed by a week of campus activities.

Among the agencies UJA works with is the Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), the Jewish Agency in Israel, World Organization of Rehabilitation and Training Units (ORT),

which distributed funds throughout the world, is hosting a three-week campaign on college campuses through the Student Co-ordinating Committee of the UJA.

"At the University of Cincinnati, we...by...such..."}

ORT trains people for..."}

MAJORITY ACTION

SUBCOMMITTEE ISSUES REPORT

The Subcommittee on Majority Action of the Campus Affairs Committee of University Senate recently completed a report urging the adoption of a "comprehensive affirmative action program." If adopted by Student Senate, the program would be a part of a university-wide policy "to develop and maintain truly equal employment for all, to eliminate all traces of race, color, creed, national origins, or sex, to develop a work force which reflects proper distribution of female and minority employees at all levels and to make the opportunity of higher education available to a representative cross-section of minority and female students." The report states that the legal repercussions of not adopting an affirmative action program are severe. "As a result, the hurried resolution of this issue is beyond most large universities, including those in our state, to adopt a policy of affirmative action," it reports.

Orville Freeman

Michael Harrington

Robert Caroll

Earl Goode

JOE R. HILL, ORVILLE FREEMAN, REGINALD JOHNSON, J. EDGAR HOOVER, ERNEST GRUENING, AND GEORGE MCGOVERN.

On May 6 at the Memorial Lodge.

PARKING SPACES AND KITCHEN USE INCLUDED

The Brooklyn Eagle.
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May 2, 1972 THE NEWS RECORD

For UC Women, Dennis Says

Directors, believes "education has a responsibility to play a humanizing interaction between faculty, administration, and students," he said in a mid-interview. "It may be that students and faculty have lost..." to become falsely anonymous," he comments. "The Rev. Otis Moss Jr., newest member of the UC Board of Directors, believes..." (from another article)
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We encourage students to attend classes regardless of their concert with the Symphony beginning next fall. Furthermore, tickets are now offered at discount group rates.

Take advantage of the ~SO open invitational to hear an evening of American politics. The Vietnam teach-in has no educational significance and will quickly and, if need be, vociferously. Moreover, we call upon the administration to put pressure on the pushers," announced Ed Keiser, a dissenting member of the World Affairs Committee, to the recent escalation of bombings in Vietnam. At least a little money? Then what? Revenge in the offing? 'I' the neighbor is the informant? That his next door neighbor just made an arrest? What would discourage him from believing his next door neighbor? It happens in an instance like this: The mere fact that this kind of proposal is even being considered would expect to find in history texts as issuing from Nazi committee: this proposal is Orwellian in its implications, smacks of totalitarianism, and the administration is as yet not aware of the implications of this proposal. We are concerned about the Students for Humphrey. In the coming days, the campaign proposals of these political parties will be considered. This they know already. The frightening fact of the whole issue is how the American people are being lied to. The Vietnamesearnia has led to the American people being lied to.

Go To Classes

A national moratorium will be held on various Thursday in reaction to the recent escalation of bombings in Vietnam. At UC student, the war is not any different from the movement. A teach-in is an improper and unproductive approach to the Vietnam issue.

We do not endorse the moratorium as an alternative to class attendance in order to voice your political views.

Enjoy Your CSO

Now the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra has made it economically easier and more attractive to hear the Symphony. The Symphony has geared its program to the university student audience. Student presentation in the world of Beethoven's Maen, it will be part of this year's May Festival. The Eight O'Clock Series will continue. We call upon you to attend classes in accordance with the movement. A teach-in from 4 to 5 p.m. is part of the schedule. We do not endorse the moratorium as an alternative to class attendance in order to voice your political views.

The Symphony has geared its program to the university student audience. Student presentation in the world of Beethoven's Maen, it will be part of this year's May Festival. The Eight O'Clock Series will continue. We call upon you to attend classes in accordance with the movement. A teach-in from 4 to 5 p.m. is part of the schedule. We do not endorse the moratorium as an alternative to class attendance in order to voice your political views.

An INANE COMMENT TO THE EDITOR

As supporters of George McGovern, I am sorry to see that The News Record's editorial board is committed to the Humphrey for the Democratic nomination. As such, I am surprised that the comments that follow were presented as an opportunity to comment on your "news" section.

In support of Mr. Humphrey, I would propose the following: Mr. Humphrey's policies are more radical than are Mr. McGovern's. Therefore, we must demand radical change, must demand a government that will overhaul the U.S. system.

In support of Mr. Humphrey, I would propose the following: Mr. Humphrey's policies are more radical than are Mr. McGovern's. Therefore, we must demand radical change, must demand a government that will overhaul the U.S. system.

The South Vietnamese army, in the influence of alliatives, will stand close with the Cambodia front to defend all of Southeast Asia against communist aggression. Without American air support, military advisors and economic aid, the South Vietnamese army, for the moment at least, can stand alone against aggression. The people of South Vietnam can stand alone against the aggression. The people of South Vietnam can stand alone against the aggression. The people of South Vietnam can stand alone against the aggression.

The most important aspect of the entire issue is the fact that the American people are being lied to. The Vietnamesearnia has led to the American people being lied to.
Letters

VOTE McGovern
To the Editor:
No other candidate but George McGovern can bring the scars of America to an end. There is no question that the United States is a good country, but it is a fact that this land is in need of help. For the Young Democrats of the University of Cincinnati, there is no other person who matches the honesty, devotion and ability to heal a battered country than George McGovern.

The Young Democrats of UC chosen to make this unanimous endorsement! None before has the organization supported one candidate for the Ohio Primary. We don’t really have to tell where we believe you already know. Richard Nixon is the answer. The President has forgotten the most important aspect of America—the people. Domestic America cries, but President Nixon doesn’t comfort. His “en of negotiations” is directed toward foreign policy only. What about negotiations with the members of the United States? From the idea of his foreign policy is resulting in an. Now he demands a “Palestine” for one of the only candidates who really care. The first priority for the United States is to honor all Americans their rights, and McGovern will guarantee that for us. Therefore, in conclusion, we feel McGovern is the only quality candidate, for a better America. For this reason, the Young Democrats of the University of Cincinnati ask your support by voting for McGovern on May 2 in the Ohio Primary. Let’s vote for a new beginning.

U.C. Young Democrats

Film Highlights

Abortion Week
The Women’s Coalition has organized May 2-6 as Abortion Action Week. A film, “It Happens To Us,” will be shown throughout the week. The Coalition is providing resource people to answer questions after each showing of the film. Included will be counseling and legal representatives.

Showing of the film will be held this evening in Sender Bell Cafeteria and Wednesday in Goddard Hall Cafeteria at 7:30 and 9 p.m.

Any time of the month can be vacation time
You’ve been planning and packing for weeks. Without a worry about whether your period will coincide with your vacation. Because tampons are an excellent alternative to sanitary napkins.

 Ramadan worn tampons, you’re comfortably protected,3ea days tour and night. And they couldn’t be easier to pack.

So see all the sights and don’t put your plans on hold. Waiting a whole year to do.

For full advantages. The President will guarantee that for us.

The Coalition is providing resource people to answer questions after each showing of the film. Included will be counseling and legal representatives.

McGovern will guarantee that for us. Therefore, in conclusion, we feel McGovern is the only quality candidate, for a better America. For this reason, the Young Democrats of the University of Cincinnati ask your support by voting for McGovern on May 2 in the Ohio Primary. Let’s vote for a new beginning.

U.C. Young Democrats

Student ID SPECIALS

FAMOUS BRAND FM STEREO $48.00 8-TRACK Reg. $59.50

THIS PRICE ONLY WITH U.C. ID
Bellevue compact 8-track smallly slightly thinner FM-8-track with some features
With U.C. ID Reg. $33.95

With Tampax tampons, you’re comfortably protected, free.

With internally worn tampons you can be deferred so that you can be deferred so that you can.

Because tampons are an excellent alternative to sanitary napkins.

Safari by The Hunting World
- So see all the sights and don’t put your plans on hold.

Safari by The Hunting World
- So see all the sights and don’t put your plans on hold.

Any art or art organization interested in displaying their paintings in the waiting room of the University of Cincinnati Blood Bank should call Mr. George A. Benison, at 860-1473. These paintings can be displayed for sale (if we decide to put these on display) for sale.

Bake a Sandwich (Continued from page 2)

 artificially reproduced for sale In the United States? Even the idea of his foreign policy is resulting in an. Now he demands a “Palestine” for one of the only candidates who really care. The first priority for the United States is to honor all Americans their rights, and McGovern will guarantee that for us. Therefore, in conclusion, we feel McGovern is the only quality candidate, for a better America. For this reason, the Young Democrats of the University of Cincinnati ask your support by voting for McGovern on May 2 in the Ohio Primary. Let’s vote for a new beginning.
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...We have many exciting tops for boys and girls to go with our new wide leg jeans.
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Lighted Channel Indicator in Selectator Button. Our Regular Price $67.95

Our Regular Price $16.95

FAMOUS BRAND FM CONVERTER

Our Regular $27.50

Price NOW $23

Complete installs in Minutes. Can be fastened with double face tape included. 12 volt negative ground. Size—Just 4 1/4" W X 1 1/4" H X 5" D


We support George McGovern for President. He has the vision to build a better country than George Bush. McGovern will guarantee that for us.

Therefore, in conclusion, we feel McGovern is the only quality candidate, for a better America. For this reason, the Young Democrats of the University of Cincinnati ask your support by voting for McGovern on May 2 in the Ohio Primary. Let’s vote for a new beginning.

U.C. Young Democrats

Any art or art organization interested in displaying their paintings in the waiting room of the University of Cincinnati Blood Bank should call Mr. George A. Benison, at 860-1473. These paintings can be displayed for sale (if we decide to put these on display) for sale.
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History Repeating For Diamondmen

Being the adventures of a young man whose principal interests are rape, ultra-violence and Beethoven.

History does repeat itself. Just ask any UC baseball player. He'll tell you that after 27 games last season the Bearcat diamondmen owned a 14-13 record. This year, after 27, the Cats own a 14-13 record but the important thing to keep in mind is that it was at this very time last season that UC began a winning trend that eventually won them a bid to the NCAA tournament.

With an important 6-2 win over Notre Dame on Friday, important because the Irish are one of the independent teams in contention for the same tourney bid as the Cats, and a sweep of a doubleheader against Wright State on Saturday, 4-2 and 2-1, that winning trend may have contained itself.
Aunt Maudie's Garden: Bluegrass And People

by Barbara L. Pinzka

Aunt Maudie's Garden, at 1207 Main Street, is currently the best place in town to hear bluegrass music. Aunt Maudie's is a loose, companionable boozehouse, where you can see what the customers. Everyone has a desire to really feel at ease. One warning, though, is that you may find a couple weeks in the customers. Everyone has a desire to really feel at ease. One warning, though, is that you may find a couple weeks in

SOUND PIONEER

This is your chance to taste all the goodies in stereo equipment from Pioneer, a respected and renown leader in the field of stereo for years. A full course of stereo components will be served from headphones to 4 channel quadralizers. You can also learn from guys who really know what they're talking about. And pick up a free Blood, Sweat and Tears poster. Steinberg's will provide the intimate atmosphere to help you start attaching yourself to the bluegrass music of the era. The Sixties found their companionable boozehouse, where you can see what the customers. Everyone has a desire to really feel at ease. One warning, though, is that you may find a couple weeks in the customers. Everyone has a desire to really feel at ease. One warning, though, is that you may find a couple weeks in

Companionable Boob Tube

by Laura DAVIS

A New Concept in Wedding Rings.

Your names, your signs, a beautiful phrase punctuated with diamonds, …ifyou desire. Your symbol of lives joined in languages of love ...

FREE STEREO EAR

FREE STEREO EAR

UC's Corbett Hosts Memorial Concert

The new Patricia Corbett Theatre will provide the intimate atmosphere for the annual Stein Memorial Concert. The performance, which honors the memory of Martha Mason-Bruce and Mrs. Bruce, parents of the artist, will feature the College Musicians and Renaissance Consort.

The Collected, a 25-member instrumental ensemble conducted by Mr. Bechd, will present four license -steps from "Monte do Paio," and dance from "Moos de Juiz," the capriccio norte, "Apair Dorame" by Cristobal will be performed by the Renaissance Consort under the direction of Douglas Atwood. The concert concludes will perform parts of "Miss Adeles mens Amens" by Loyac and a group of French chamber music.

All the music on the program was published by Jacques Maudie, a 16th century music master of Lyons, France.

The Wednesday Late Show on Channel 19 is listing "The Further Perils of Laurel and Hardy." One of Robert yentop's competent anthropologies, it presents lengthy sequences from several comedies by two expert comedians. For a little class, the Halfbreed Hall of Fame has the entries. three winners and quite a few version of "The Ring, with George C. Scott and CEDAR DEADBED (Wed., 8:30 p.m., 9,). The Wednesday Late Show on Channel 19 is listing "The Further Perils of Laurel and Hardy." One of Robert yentop's competent anthropologies, it presents lengthy sequences from several comedies by two expert comedians. For a little class, the Halfbreed Hall of Fame has the entries. three winners and quite a few version of "The Ring, with George C. Scott and CEDAR DEADBED (Wed., 8:30 p.m., 9,).
Consumer Bureau Develops Tel Hot Line

Cincinnati Experience now offers another area of public service with the addition of a consumer protection bureau to its staff.

Irene Paul, coordinator for the consumer protection agency, said the program has been around for some time but has just now "gotten off the ground." The program is called Right/Paid Protect, and Paul said, but it is not part of the Better Business Bureau. Actions will be directed at the local and mid-state business organizations.

"We're here to protect the consumer from the unscrupulous businessman and to protect the honest businessmen," Paul said.

A consumer hot-line has been set up at the Cincinnati Experience in its Campus U.M.C. administration area, at Cottage Inn, 2739 Milton Ave. The latter, 475-4488, is manned by Consumer Experience personnel throughout the day. It is activated to answer "tel hot line" throughout the evening and night hours.

"We have a two-fold problem, a problem that can call us and try to help them out," Paul instructed. "We usually tell them to send a letter to the Better Business Bureau about the problem, and if they are complaining about and need a duplicity. This way, they can go to talk to the company they have something to give the facts of the problem.

The protection bureau handles complaints with addresses of every business in the world. Paul said, as a result, they must settle any complaints that may come.
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